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paritranaya sadhunam vinashaya cha dushkritam  
dharma-sansthapanarthaya sambhavami yuge yuge 

 
To protect the righteous, to annihilate the wicked, and to reestablish the 

principles of dharma I appear on this earth, age after age. 
In the past century when our nation was submergerd under Slavery and op-
pression, the status of fellow Indians were reduced to mere living beings. It 

was then when our Leader, Netaji was born. A man with a vision of Free In-
dia, it was under his leadership, countrymen got the power to dethrone the 

British from Indian Soil. 
 

This year marks the 125th Birth Anniversary of the greatest son of Mother 
India, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose. The year is filled various events and ac-

tivities to pay tribute to our Liberator. 23rd January, 2021 was celebrated all 
over the country with great enthusiasm. People with utter Love and respect 

have celebrated the Leader’s Birth Anniversary. Forward has been the Proud 
Media Partner of Subhas Jonmo Jayanti Borsho.  

 
Following the same trend, Forward along with the other esteemed Netajian 

and Social Organizations have arranged a Health Camp and Blood Dona-
tion Camp. We hope that our hard work will help in succeeding the Libera-

tor’s Dream, and thereby REBUILDING INDIA IN NETAJI’S WAY. 
 

 Jay Hind! 
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Legion Freies Indien (Part 2)  
Rajdeep Saha  

(…….. After part 1)  

Subhas Chandra Bose organized the Free India Legion as a stand-
ard German Army infantry regiment of three battalions each of 
four companies. Initially all its commissioned officers were Ger-
mans but in brief course some senior NCOs were commissioned 
as officers. The Legion was partially motorized, being equipped 
with 81 motor vehicles and 700 horses. The official language of 
the command was Hindi, but since many members came from 

regions of India where Hindi was not widely spoken, this was not always practiced. Moreover 
due to the German inability to provide Hindi speaking personnel, most of the German com-
munications were in English. English was also used between Indian legionnaires of different 
linguistic background. Abid Hasan, the secretary to Bose, once heard two Rajput soldiers 
greeting each other with “Jai Ram Ji Ki”. He proposed the greeting “Jai Hindustan Ki” to 
Bose, who assigned “Jai Hind” as the national greeting of the Azad Hind.  

 

Netaji and Abwehr had grandiose plans for the IR 950 and 
planned to push forward Rommel’s North African offensive to-
wards Egypt and the Suez Canal. Rommel will catch up with army 
group B which will cross Stalingrad from Balkans. Together both 
the armies will accompany an Axis campaign via the Caucasus and 
march on into Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and then India. The Ger-
man hope was to link up with the Japanese forces advancing from 
Burma and China. It is doubtful whether Subhas Bose envisaged the Legion would be an ar-
my sufficient to conduct an effective campaign on its own; instead it would encourage public 
resentment against the Raj and ignite the British India Army into revolt. As early as the end of 
August 1941, Netaji had formulated a plan to fly the Legion to India using parachute land-
ings to start an anti-British revolt in the North West Frontier Province.   
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In January 1942, Operation Bajadere was launched in which 100 Indians were parachuted into 
eastern Persia aiming to infiltrate into India through Baluchistan and commence sabotage opera-
tions against the British in preparation for an anticipated national revolt. As per German 
sources, this operation achieved some success, but there is nothing on record. Bose’s plans were 
too grandiose for their military capability and their fate too strongly lied to that of the Axis pow-
ers. While the IR 950 was going through initial recruitment, organization and training, America 
joined the war; Polish and French Resistance gained strength against Nazi occupiers; England 
turned back the German tide in the Battle of Britain; and America became limiting then defeat-
ing Japan in Pacific. When Bose had met Hitler on 29th May 1942, he began to believe that Hit-
ler was more interested to use his men to win propaganda victories than military ones. He was 
confirmed when Hitler’s tanks rolled across Soviet borders and smashed into Russia, but he was 
powerless. He was thwarted when the Axis reversed at Stalingrad and El Alanin by end of 1942. 
However in the Far East, the Japanese army in Burma stood at the gates of India. So he trans-
ferred a small contingent including many of Indian officer corps and enlisted leadership to the 
Indian National Army in South East Asia on 21st January 1943 and he himself left for Japan in a 
German U-boat on 9th February.  

With Bose’s departure, the Legion 
Freies Indien was left leaderless 
and demoralized. It was used only 
for non-combat duties as the Ger-
mans did not trust the Indians 
and had very low opinion of their 
fighting qualities  

Hitler is reputed to have once commented: “The Indian Legion is a joke.” The fact that no 
officer had chosen to join these forces created a major command and control problem as the sol-
diers did not respect the newly appointed officers and NCOs amongst themselves. In the ab-
sence of Bose, motivation was a problem due to higher influence of military discipline and lim-
ited influence of nationalism. The most important factor is that even before the forces were 
properly organized, the tide was turning against the Axis powers and they were well aware of it. 
Under the command of Lt. Col Kurt Krappe, the Tiger Legion was transferred to Zeeland in 
Netherlands in April 1943 as a part of the Atlantic Wall garrison. It was the North Atlantic 
Wall defense which had bunkers that oversaw the English Channel. The purpose of the Wall 
was to resist an expected Allied landing. By the end of September they were moved to St. Andre 
de Cubzac in South West France where it was deployed on coastal defense duties for the Bay of  
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Biscay in the area of Lacanau near Bordeaux. Here they were inspected by Field Marshal Rom-
mel in April 1944. 

The area saw no fighting during the D-Day/ Normandy Landings (6th June 1944) onwards. 
Now the Legion comprising of 2300 men were transferred to Waffen SS, a wing of Nazi Party 
paramilitary force – Schutzstaffel – that operated in conjugation with German army. It was on 
8th August 1944. The Legion was renamed as “Indian Volunteer Legion of the Waffen 
SS” (German: “Indische Freiwilligen Legion der Waffen SS”), although the uniforms and army 
ranks remained unaltered. On 15th August 1944, the Legion left Lacanau to retreat to Germa-
ny. The first part of the journey was by rail upto Poitiers where they were attacked by French 
Resistance forces where a number of men were wounded, i.e. first battle casualties. By August 
end it moved by road to Allier where it was again harassed by French Resistance. They reached 
the Berry Canal by the beginning of September where they were opposed by French regular 
forces. As a result of the street fighting they suffered the first death in combat. As the Legion 
trudged along through France along with regular German units, they gained a wild and loath-
some reputation amongst the civilian population as certain units reportedly committed atroci-
ties on the civilians and French Resistance forces. Henre Gendreaux, a former French Re-
sistance officer remembered the Legion passing through his hometown in Ruffec: “I do remem-
ber several cases of rape. A lady and her two daughters were raped and in another case they even 
shot dead a little two-year-old girl.” Actually the Waffen SS was manned by ardent Nazis and 
their association alone would have tainted the Legion. So after several days halt for rest, the In-
dische Freiwilligen Legion resumed journey towards Remisemont and then marching via Col-
mar in Alace they arrived at Oberhofen near the garrison town of Hagenau in Germany. 

During Christmas of 1944 one part of the Legion is said to have been transferred to Italy. The 
battalions fought bravely during spring 1945 and also freed British 5 Corps and Polish 2 Corps 
before they were withdrawn from the front to be used as anti-partisan forces. However their fate 
is unknown. The remaining part of the Legion stayed at Heuberg until the end of March 1945. 
When the German surrender seemed imminent, the Legion attempted to cross to neutral Swit-
zerland via Lake Constance, one of the Alpine passes, but was denied entry by the Swiss guards. 
Meanwhile the Allied forces intercepted. There are accounts of groups of soldiers being sum-
marily executed. Finally they were captured at Immenstadt by the French Moroccan Legion and 
ultimately handed over to the British India Army.   Rudolf Hartog, the Legion’s German Mili-
tary translator, who was 80 years old in 2004 when the BBC interrogated him, said: “The last 
day we were together an armored tank appeared. I thought my goodness, what can I do? I’m fin-
ished.” “But he wanted to collect the Indians. We embraced each other and cried. You see that was 
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the end.”  Under the British Army the legionnaires were mistreated as “oath-bearers”. They were 
shifted back to India after short jail sentences. When the British put three senior INA officers 
(Shah Nawaz Khan, GS Dhillon, Prem Sehgal) on trial near Delhi, some of the legionnaires also 
stood there on charges of treason. But due to munities in the army and mass protests on the 
streets their trials were never completed. 

The British now became aware that the Indian Ar-
my could no longer be relied upon by the Raj to do 
its bidding. This was when Independence followed. 
It was neither Gandhi nor Nehru who gained us 
our freedom, but it was the INA, the Indian Legion 
and the supreme leader Netaji Subhas Chandra 
Bose who rocked the British throne. But the post-
independent Indian Government fell silent on the 

saga of the Indian Legion. It was not proper to propagate the fact that Indian troops had fought 
on behalf of Hitler and Germany. This story was locked away in 1945 itself, due not to be released 
until 2021. Thus these valiant soldiers never received their due respect. The fact that JN Nehru 
considered Subhas Bose as his rival and feared that any importance to Bose and his army would 
affect his standing in India, added camphor to the flame. Thus the Legion Freies Indien, Netaji’s 
brainchild was orphaned by war and politics. It remains largely forgotten beyond historical re-
search.  
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MINSTRY OF AZAD HIND GOVERNMENT 
Debayan Chatterjee 

Introduction:- On 21 October 1943, Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose announced the formation 
of the Provisional Government of Azad Hind (Free India) with himself as the Head of State, 
Prime Minister and Minister of war. 

The Provisional Government not only enabled Bose to negotiate with the Japanese on an equal 
footing but also facilitated the mobilization of Indians in East Asia to join and support the 
INA. Soon after the announcement, the Provisional Government received recognition from 
various countries. 

List of Ministers Of The Provisional Government  

Name of the Minster  Post of the Ministry & Other Ranks  

 1. Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose 

2. Lt. Col. A. C. Chatterjee 

3. Dr. (Capt) Lakshmi Sahgal 

4. Shri A M Sahay 

5. Shri S A Ayer 

6. Lt. Col J K Bhonsle 

7. Lt. Col Loganathan 

8. Lt. Col Ehsan Qadir 

9. Lt. Col N S Bhagat 

10. Lt. Col M Z Kiani 

11. Lt. Col Aziz Ahmed 

12. Lt. Col Shah Nawaz Khan 

13. Lt. Col Gulzara Singh 

14. Rash Behari Bose 

15. Karim Giani 

16. Debnath Das 

17. Sardar Ishar Singh 

18. D M Khan 

19. A Yellappa 

20. A N Sarkar 

 
Prime Minister & Defense Minister 

Minister of Finance 

 

Secretary with Ministerial Rank 

Minister of Publicity and Propaganda 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Representative of INA 

Supreme Advisor 

Advisor From Burma 

Advisor from Thailand 

Advisor from Thailand 

Advisor from Hong Kong 

Advisor from Singapore 

Advisor from Singapore 

N. B.:- Captain Doctor Lakshmi Swaminathan (later Married as Lakshmi Sahgal) was the Minister in Women’s Organiza-
tion. She held this position over and above her command of the Rani Jhansi Regiment, a brigade of women soldiers fighting 
for the Indian National Army. For a regular Asian army, this women’s regiment was quite visionary, it was the first of its 
kind established on the continent. Dr. Lakshmi was one of the most popular and prosperous gynaecologists in Singapore 
before she gave up her practice to lead the troops of the Rani of Jhansi Regiment. 
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|| ভারতের ন াট মুদ্রাতের কার ছবি থাকা উবিে ||  
ন ৌর্য ন াষাল  

বিগে ছে িছর ধতর ন োবি ও অ য স্বাধী ো সংগ্রাবমতের িযাপাতর পড়াশুত া করবছ। এই ছে িছতর 
আমাতক অত ক প্রতের সমু্মখী  হতে হে। আর নসই প্রেগুবলর মতধয িারংিার আমাতক সমু্মখী  হতে 
হে এই প্রতে নর্ "ভারতের ন াট মুদ্রাতে কার ছবি থাকা উবিে?"।  

আমরা িাব  নর্ ভারতের ন াট মুদ্রাতে ১৯৮৭ সাল নথতক মহাত্মা গান্ধীর ছবি নেখতে পাওো র্াে। বকন্তু 
বকছু িছর আতগ নথতক বকছু ন োবি ভক্ত রা একবট আবিয িা া  নর্ ন াট মুদ্রা নথতক নর্  গান্ধীবির 

ছবি সবরতে ন োবির ছবি লাগাত া হে। বকন্তু এই িােগাটাে আবম ন োবি ভক্ততের বিরুতে িতল র্াই 
(আসতল আবমও একি  ন োবি ভক্ত)। আবম মা তে পাবর া কার  শুধুমাত্র একা ন োবি    নর্ 
ভারতের স্বাধী োর ি য লতরতছ । আতরা এরকম অত ক বিপ্লিী আতছ  র্াাঁতের ও ছবি ন াট এ 
ছাপাত া উবিে। বকন্তু এখ  এটা সম্ভি  া নর্ সিার ছবি ন াতট ছাপাত া র্াতি। োই নসই িােগা নথতক 
আমার মত  হে গান্ধীবির ছবি টা সবরতে বেতে, নসখাত  ভারতের অ যা য সাংসৃ্কবেক বিষে ন াট 

ছাপাত া উবিে নর্ম ; কৃবষ কার্য, ভারেীে  ৃেয; অ যা য বিব সপত্র।  

ভারে আসতল এই বকছু নছাটখাট িযাপাতরর ি য এতগাতে পারতছ  া। আসতল ভারতের মা ু ি  
এতগাতে বেতে  া। োই আমার আসা নর্ ভারে সরকার এই বিব শ্ বট ব তে একবট বিত ষ পেতেপ 
ন তি।  

।। িে বহন্দ।।  
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সুভাষিন্দ্র ও িাসন্তী নেিী- এক মা ও পুতত্রর বমবি সম্পতকযর কাবহ ী  
বেগন্ত নস গুপ্ত 

পৃবথিীতে সন্তা  ও মাতের সম্পতকযর নিতে মধুরের সম্পকয আর বকছু হে বক? সিরাির মা িলতে আমরা 

োতক িুতে থাবক বর্ব  আমাতের িন্ম নে । বকন্তু নকা  আে যিা  এক মা ুষ র্খ  িন্মোত্রী মা ছাড়াও 
আতরা নকাত া এক মবহলাতক মা িতল ডাতক  োহতল িুেতে হতি নসই সম্পতকযর বমিো এিং হৃেতের 

অসীম িুব োে কেটা গভীর! 

সুভাষ িতন্দ্রর সংগ্রামী িীিত  োর নর্াো পবরবহে নপা াক অত কাংত ই সুভাষ িতন্দ্রর অন্ততরর ব শুসুলভ 

মা বসকো ও সারতলযর পবরিে নক আিৃে কতর নরতখতছ। এতহ  পবরিে নপতেবছতল  এক মা, বেব  
নে িনু্ধ বিত্তরঞ্জ  োত র স্ত্রী শ্রীমবে িাসন্তী নেিী। নে িনু্ধর সতে সুভাষ িতন্দ্রর সম্পকয বছল বপো-পুতত্রর 

 যাে।   

আর িাসন্তী নেিীর সতে? এ প্রসতে সিতিতে ভাতলা উত্তর বেতেবছতল  সুভাষিতন্দ্রর িন্মোত্রী মা প্রভািেী 

নেিী। িাসন্তী নেিী নক বেব  িতলবছতল - "ওর আবম িন্ম বেতেবছ- বকন্তু ওর মা নো আপব ।" 

িাসন্তী নেিীর সতে সুভাষিতন্দ্রর প্রথম আলাপ ১৯২১ সাতলর এক েুপুতর- ইবিো  বসবভল সাবভযস েযাগ 

কতর কলকাোে বিতর সুভাষিন্দ্র ছুটতল  নে িনু্ধর িাবড়তে বকন্তু নে িনু্ধ িাবড়তে  া থাকাে িাসন্তী 

নেিী নক প্রণাম কতরই বিতর আতস  সুভাষিন্দ্র।  
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নসই নথতকই এই মা - সন্তাত র সম্পকয শুরু। পরিেযীতে নে িনু্ধ বিতর আসার পর সুভাষ আিার র্া  নে  
িনু্ধর িাবড়তে। িাসন্তী নেিীর হাতের রান্না প্রথমিাতরর মতো খা  সুভাষিন্দ্র। 

িাসন্তী নেিী আতিগাপু্লে হতে িলতে —"নকম  খযাপাতট বছল ও,ত াত া । আমার ওপর ওর র্ে নিে, র্ে 
আিোর, র্ে অবভমা । িলা ন ই, কওো ন ই, সারাবে  নকাথাে নকাথাে  ুরে বিরে। রাে ১১টার পতর 
েুম কতর এতস হাবির আমার কাতছ।এতসই হুকুম-“ ীগবগর নখতে বে , ভীষণ বখতে নপতেতছ। আবম িবল, 
'ওমা, নসবক কথা।খাওো-োওো কখ  ন ষ কাতির নলাতকরা সি পাট িুবকতে বিশ্রাম ব তে িতল নগতছ। 
আবম নোমার ি য রান্না করতে িবস আর বক। িািু বক আর নস কথা ন াত  । আিোর ধতর িতসতছ —
নক , ভাতে ভাে খাি।”  

নে িনু্ধ িরািরই  ারী স্বাধী োে বিশ্বাসী বছতল । পরিেযীতে ন োিীর "রা ী োাঁবস িাবহ ী" সৃবির অ যেম 
অ ুতপ্ররণা বছল নে িনু্ধর এই ব ো। নে িনু্ধ িাইতল  িাসন্তী নেিী ও অ যা য নমতেরাও অসহতর্াগ 
আতন্দালত  নর্াগ বে । সুভাষ িতন্দ্রর মতধয অসতন্তাষ নেখা বেল। নগাপী াথ সাহা, বকরণ  ংকর রাে নক 
ব তে সুভাষ িলতল  নর্ নমতেরা রাস্তাে  ামতি  া। বকন্তু নে িনু্ধ অ ড়! িলস্বরূপ নিতল নর্তে হতলা িাসন্তী 
নেিী ও নে িনু্ধর ভবগ ী উবমযলা নেিী নক। িাংলার মা ুতষর েীব্র অসতন্তাষ ও বিতদ্রাতহর িতল িাসন্তী নেিী 
ছাড়া নপতে গভীর রাতে িাবড় বিতর এতল । িাসন্তী নেিীর কথাে- "রাে েুতটাে সুভাষ ও নকাতেতক খির 
নপতে এতস হাবির হতেতছ। মুখ োর েখ ও কাতলা, নসই মুতখ কালবি াখীর গভীর অন্ধকার। িুেলাম, 
সুভাষ  ান্ত হেব ।  

নহতস িললাম- 'বক, এিার হতেতছ? বিতর নো এলাম; আর নক ?' 

কালবি াখীর নম  সতর নগল, শুরু হল িষযণ। সুভাতষর নস বক কান্না! বক ভাতলাই নর্ িাসতো আমাতক!...."  

 

সুভাতষর কে প্রাতণর কথা নর্ িাসন্তী নেিীর অন্ততর বিরািমা  বছল িাসন্তী নেিীর ন ষ িেস অিবধ ো 

একমাত্র অেৃতির- ই িা ার কথা। এম  মাতের েরে ও ভাতলািাসা কে আপ  ো নর্ পাে নস নিাতে।  

১৯২১-২২ সাতল সুভাষিন্দ্র এিং নে িনু্ধ র্খ  একসাতথ নিতল িন্দী, েখ  নে িনু্ধর রান্না কতর বেতে  

সুভাষিন্দ্র। িাসন্তী নেিীর কথাে-" সুভাষ বকন্তু খুি ভাতলা রাাঁধতে পারতো, ো িাত া? ওাঁর ি য বেত র 
খািার নো আবমই তেবর কতর ব তে নর্োম - রাতত্র ওাঁর রান্না নিতলর মতধয সুভাষ তেবর কতর বেতো। আর 
আমার কাি বক শুধু নরাি সকাতলর খািার িতে ব তে র্াওো? নরািই সুভাতষর িেয থাকতো - িািার নথতক 

এটা আ া িাই, ওটা আ া িাই। আর োর িাই িলতলই নো নস এক প্রিি োিী হতে োাঁড়াত া!"    
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এরপতর হতলা এক মিার  ট া। প্রভািেী নেিী িতল - " িাসন্তী একটু নেখ। কে ভাতলা সম্বন্ধ আসতছ। 
োরা হাবপতেয  কতর িতস আতছ। িারিার খির ব তে। ো আবম বক করি? এক েুবম র্বে রাবি করাতে 
পাতরা। এখ  নো মা িতল, নোমাতকই নি ী মাত ।" 

এক আমোব  রপ্তাব  িযিসােী  যামকান্ত েতত্তর নমতে নমাবহ ী-র সতে সুভাতষর বিতের পাকা কথা িলতে 

লাগতলা। বকন্তু সুভাষ নো অ ড়!  

এইসমে ি কলযাণ মূলক কাতির ি য "বেলক িাি”-র" িযিস্থা করা হতেবছল, নমতের িাবড় নথতক প্রস্তাি 

নেওো হতেবছল নর্ র্বে বিতে হতে র্াে োহতল এক- েু লে টাকা "বেলক িাি"-এ নেওো হতি। বকন্তু 
সুভাষ নর্ সংকল্প কতর ব তেতছ নর্ নস বিতে করতি  া। িাসন্তী নেিী ও নে িনু্ধ প্রিুর নিিা কতরও নসই 
সংকল্প ভাঙতে পারতল   া।  

অিত তষ বিতেটা নভতঙ নগল। িাসন্তী নেিী নর্ োাঁর আেতরর সুভাতষর এতহ  আিরতণ বিব্রে হতেবছতল  ো 
সতন্দহােীে, বকন্তু সুভাতষর সংকতল্পর প্রবে নর্ অপার শ্রো প্রে য  কতরবছতল  ো িলার অতপো রাতখ 

 া। ১৯২৫ সাতল ন তম এল ন ার েুতর্যাগ, িাসন্তী নেিী হারাতল  োর বপ্রে িীি সেীতক, আর সুভাষ 
হারাতল  োাঁর আে য, োাঁর গুরু নক। এতহ  সমতে মা- নছতল র্বে একসাতথ থাকতে পারতে  োহতল 
হেতো বপ্রে পুত্র সুভাষ োাঁর "মা" িাসন্তী নেিীর নিাতখর িল মুতছ আশ্বস্ত কতর িলতে পারতে  নর্ - "বিন্তা 

কতরা  া মা নগা! আমার গুরু-ই আমাতক ও নে িাসীতক পথ নেবখতে ব তে র্াতি।" বকন্তু ঈশ্বতরর অবভপ্রাে 
নিাতে কার সাধয? সুভাষ েখ  নিতল িন্দী, বপ্রে গুরুতক ন ষ নেখাও নেখতে পারতল   া। নিতল নর্  
একাকী িতস গাইতল - 

 "তোমাতরই কবরোবছ িীিত র ধ্রুিোরা/ এ সমুতদ্র আর কভু হি  াতকা পথহারা-/ নর্থা আবম র্াই  াতকা, 

েুবম প্রকাব ে থাতকা/ আকুল  ে িতল ঢাতলা নগা বকরণধারা" 

 

১০ ই িুলাই, ১৯২৫ সাতল মান্দালে নিল হইতে িাসন্তী নেিীর উতেত য পতত্র বলবখতল - " নর্বে  িােলার 

আকা     টাে আেন্ন, িােলার িীরতক রী কারাগৃতহ ব বেপ্ত- নর্বে  ত রাত যর আাঁধার নভে কবরো এক 

অপূিয নমাহ ীে মূবেয িরাভেহস্তা মহা বক্তরূতপ িােলার কমযতেতত্র অিেীণয হইোবছল। নসবে  িাোলী 
আপ ার স্বরুপ বিব ো বছল নসবে  িাঙাবল আপ াতক শুধু নে   াবেকা  ে নে মােৃকার আসত  িবসোবছল। 
নসই নগৌরতির, নসই আ তন্দর, নসই উন্মাে ার বে  িােলা ভুতল  াই, ভুবলতে পাতর  া। নসবে  িাোলী 
আপ াতক নর্ ভবক্ত শ্রো ও মাত র বসংহাসত  িসাইোবছল, আিও িাঙাবলর হৃেতে আপ ার নসই বসংহাস  
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অটুট রইোতছ। নসবে  হইতে আপব  শুধু বিররঞ্জ - মাো   ,- আপব  িেমাো। 

োই িবল আমাতের এই বিপতের বেত  আপব ই আমাতের  বক্ত ও সাহস ও সান্ত্ব া বে , নর্ ব বিড় 

ত রাত যর   ান্ধকাতর আি সমগ্র নে  ব মগ্ন- নর্ বিষাে ও হাহাকাতর আি নসা ার িােলা  শ্ম া প্রাে- 

োর মতধয,  ূে  আতলাক বিবকরণ,  ি  বক্তর উতন্মষ ও  েু  উৎসাহ সঞ্চার- আপব  বভন্ন আর নক কবরতে 

পাতর? নর্ আহ্বাত  আপব  একবে  িাোলীর ব রাে ব রাে  ি িীি  সঞ্চার কবরোবছতল , নসই আহ্বাত  

আপব  আর একিার িাঙাবলতক িাগা । নর্ মন্ত্র- িতল আপব  একবে  িাংলার  তর  তর প্রাণ প্রবেষ্ঠা 
কবরোবছতল - নসই মন্ত্র লইো, মহা বক্তরূতপ, আপব  আর একিার আমাতের মতধয অিেীণয হউ ।" 

 

 

   

মান্দালে নিল নথতক ২৬.০৪.১৯২৬ সাতল িাসন্তী নেিীতক নলখা পত্র 
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 ১৬.০৬.১৯২৭ সাতল ব লং নথতক িাসন্তী নেিী নক বলবখে পত্র 

সালটা ১৯৩৩। েুই ভাই-  রৎ ও সুভাষ িব্বলপুর নিতল িন্দী। িাসন্তী নেিী, বিভািেী িসু, ব ব র িসু 
ও অ যা যরা নগতল  োাঁতের নেখতে, নে িনু্ধর বপ্রে "ক্রাবেং কযাতে " সুভাষ েখ  বিবকৎসা করতে 

ইউতরাতপ র্াতি  িতল বস্থর হতেতছ। সুভাষ নকাঁতে উঠতল  হঠাৎ কতর, িাসন্তী নেিী বকন্তু এরকম সমতে 
ব তির আতিগ নক ধতর রাখতে ।   
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সুভাতষর সৃ্মবেিারণা করতে বগতে িাসন্তী নেিী িতলতছ - " লেয করলাম িাবড়র বিপরীে বেতকর িুটপাতে 

একি  বঠক ন ারা ুবর করতে নলতগ নগতছ।( সুভাষিন্দ্র েখ  নে িনু্ধর িাবড় এতসবছতল )। আবম সুভাষতক 
বকছু নেই িাবড় পাঠাতে পারবছ  া। িাইতর েখ  বটপ বটপ িৃবি পড়তছ। 

ন তষ িবল, - "হযাাঁ সুভাষ, েুবম নো বেবিয এখাত  পতড় রইতল, আর ওই নিিারা( বব্রবটত র নগাতেন্দা) নর্ 

নোমার ি য িৃবির মতধয রাস্তাে ঠাে োাঁবড়তে -  ও নো  ড়তে পাতে  া বডউবট নিতল!" 

সুভাষ মিা নপতে িলতলা, "বভিুক িযাটা োাঁবড়তে, নর্ম  আমার নপছত  নলতগতছ।" 

আবম িবল, "ো ওর কী নোষ িতলা। নিিারার িাকবর িাাঁিাতেই  া এই কি! বকন্তু ওরও নো িাবড়তে স্ত্রী 
বকংিা মা আতছ, নছতলতমতে বকংিা ভাই নিা  আতছ। নভতি নেতখা নো ওর ি য োতেরও কে ভাি া 
হতে।" 

এটুকু িলতেই নেবখ সুভাতষর নিাখ সিল, নকাত ামতে ব তিতক সামলাত ার নিিা করতছ, নিাখাতিাবখ হতে 

হেতো িা একটু লবিেও হল। আবম ওর অিস্থা িুেতে পারবছলাম - অত যর কি ও নর্ বকছুতেই সহয 
করতে পারতো  া - এম বক কাত  নেম  বকছু ন া া মাত্র ওর ম  নর্  িযাথাে গতল পড়তো।..." 

  

প্রাতণর মা - িাসন্তী নেিীর কাতছ সিবকছুই নর্  খুতল িলতে হতি সুভাতষর। এক সমে বিভািেী িসু 
কলকাোর িাইতর নগতছ  - সুভাষ িাসন্তী নেিীর কাতছ বগতে  াবল  িা াল- " নেখু , নমিতিৌবেবে িাবড়তে 

 া- থাকতলই নধাপাটা খুি েুিুবম কতর, আমার পাঞ্জাবির সি নিাোমগুবল বছাঁতড় নিরে নেে, নমিতিৌবেবে 

থাকতল নো এম  করতে সাহস পাে  া!" িাসন্তী নেিী িুবেতে নে  সুভাষতক, নর্ সংসাতরর খুাঁবট াবট 

বকভাতি িতল।  

১৯৩৮- এ  কংতগ্রস সভাপবে হওোর পতর সুভাষিন্দ্র নিতেবছতল  

নর্ িাসন্তী নেিী নর্  োাঁর সাতথ কংতগ্রতসর সভাে র্া । বকন্তু নস 
নিিা িৃথা নগল। িাসন্তী নেিী ইবেমতধযই রাি ীবের আবে া 
নথতক সবরতে ব তেতছ  ব তিতক। সুভাষ অত ক নিিা কতরও 
োাঁতক নস পতথ আ তে পাতর ব ।  

িাসন্তী নেিীর সৃ্মবেিারণাে িারংিার উতঠ আসে সুভাতষর নসই 

সারতলযর কথা, ভাতে- ভাে নখতে িাওোর আিোতরর কথা। 
সুভাতষর এক ভারী সুন্দর অভযাস বছল- নে িনু্ধর িাবড়তে বগতে- 
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খাতটর উপর টা  টা  হতে শুতে পড়া, বেতে বিশ্রাম করা। 

 

১৯৪১ সাতল নে েযাতগর পূতিয , ১৯৪০ এ র্খ  নিল নথতক ছাড়া নপতল  সুভাষিন্দ্র েখ  িাসন্তী নেিীর 

হাে ধতর িতলবছতল - নর্, িাসন্তী নেিী নর্  মত  রাতখ  নর্  িাসন্তী নেিীর একবট ঋণ ন াধ করা িাবক 

আতছ, ো হল ভাতে ভাে রান্না কতর সুভাষ নক খাওোত া। বকন্তু নসই ঋণ নর্ িাসন্তী নেিীর িীিত র ন ষ 
বে  অিবধ ও ন াধ করা িাবক রতে বগতেবছল। কারণ োাঁর আেতরর বপ্রে সুভাষ নর্ কাউতক বকছু  া িতলই 
নে  েযাগ কতর িতল বগতে এক মহা ােতক রূপান্তবরে হতে বগতেবছতল । িাসন্তী নেিীর িহু অতপোতেও 
সুভাষ নিতরব  আর। 

  

রু্তের রণােত  সুভাতষর ও বক ইো করে  া! োাঁর "মা" িাসন্তী নেিীর কাতছ একিার ভাতে- ভাে নখতে? 

নক িাত ! হেতো করতো!  আসতল মা নছতলর ভাতলািাসা নর্ম  েীব্র হে, বিতেেও নিাধ হে এতকিাতর 

হৃেতের অন্ত:পুতর েীতরর মতো বিাঁতধ ওতঠ। োর র্ন্ত্রণা িুবে আরও েীব্রের হে।  

 

হেতো সুেূর প্রাতিয, নসই সুভাষ- "ত োিী" নে পবরণে হতেও অন্ততর অন্ততর িাসন্তী নেিীর ি য নগতে 

উঠতে -  

  

" আবি প্রণবম নোমাতর  

িবলি  াথ, সংসারকাতি । 
েুবম আমার  েত , 

 ে  নরতখা অন্তরমাতে ।।“  
 
েথযসূত্রঃ সহতর্াবগো - সুভাষ সৃ্মবে, িসু িাবড়, সুভাষিন্দ্র িসু সমগ্র রি ািলী, মহা ােক  
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MAHANAYAK: A SPECIAL TRIBUTE 
Sayan Manna 

The title appears to be somewhat confusing but it is a fact, stranger than fiction. He had the 
largest inning of an active, daring and impetuous revolutionary. Born in Chandan Nagar, a small 
French pocket near Kolkata, it was a congenial ground for the growth of revolutionary move-
ment, and is proud of producing Kanailal 
Datta and Rash Behari Bose.  

  

The moral and intellectual background 
came from Motilal Roy, the editor of 
Prabartak, which inspired many a young-
ster. Rash Behari Bose suddenly came in to 
prominence after 23rd December 1912 
when bombs were thrown at Lord Har-
dinge, the then Viceroy of India. The plan-
ning for it was ingenious. At a conclave in 
Chandan Nagar, the suggestion for an at-
tack on Hardinge emanated from Shreesh 
Ghosh, a dare-devil friend of Rash Behari. 

 

 But some of the associates present thought 
that it was unpractical. Rash Behari, on the 
other hand, had already made up his mind and said that he was ready and resolute but laid two 
conditions - that he should be supplied with powerful bombs and that he should have a young 
man of unimpeachable revolutionary character. Both were obtained and the first rehearsal was 
made on Diwali of 1911, amidst sound of crackers all round. The bombs burst to Rash Behari's 
satisfaction. But he had to wait for more than one year, which, however, was fully utilised in re-
hearsing for the immensely vigorous deed on 23rd December. 

  

The young man who came from Chandan Nagar was one Basant Biswas, a handsome boy of 16 
years. He could easily be dressed up as a girl and get mixed up with other women sitting on the 
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spacious terrace of a building in Chandni Chowk. All were eagerly waiting for the Vice-regal pro-
cession. The bombs had to be hurled by Basant on the target. He had actually practised it for 
months in the garden of Raja PN Tagore at Dehradun. Rash Behari was serving with the Forest 
Research Institute there, and Basant was supposed to be his servant. Cigarette tins were filled 
with stone pieces and were hurled at the imaginary height of Hardinge, seated on a Howdah. On 
the previous day Rash Behari took his young 'girlfriend' in a Tonga and had a ride through the 
roads of Chandni Chowk, which was to be the venue, the next day. 

 

It was the 23rd December 1912. The Viceroy and the Vicereine were on the elephant back. Ladies 
were excitedly waiting for the procession to arrive. Basant (dressed as a girl) was one amongst 
them. The point chosen was the Clock-tower in Chandni Chowk, near the Punjab National 
Bank. The bomb was to be thrown when the elephant would be just in front. Rash Behari would 
be at a nearby point and Awadh Bihari would be just opposite, to throw the bombs if Basant 
somehow failed. 

  

The atmosphere was electrifying, when it just occurred to Rash Behari that the practice of bomb 
throwing in cigarette tins at Dehradun would be of no avail. It was from the ground to the imagi-
nary height of the target on an elephant back. He just rushed in and asked Basant to enter the 
bathroom and quickly change his Sari to male clothes which he was carrying. There came out a 
handsome boy in place of a beautiful girl. In the all-round excitement of the moment, none no-
ticed the 'sartorial change of sex' of the boy from Bengal. He came down and got mixed up with 
the crowd on the foot path. But the bombs were not thrown by him but probably by Awadh Bi-
hari. The Viceroy was seriously injured and was taken to a famous doctor nearby, named A.C. 
Sen. Awadh Bihari was later hanged but Rash Behari could not be touched.  

He returned to Dehradun by the night train and joined the office the next day as though nothing 
had happened. Further, he organised a meeting of loyal citizens of Dehradun to condemn the das-
tardly attack on the Viceroy. Who on earth could imagine that he was the same person who had 
masterminded and executed the most outstanding revolutionary action. Lord Hardinge in his My 
Indian Years had described the whole incident in an interesting way.  

Though Hardinge escaped death, Rash Behari's efforts continued unabated. Actually, it was a 
larger area of operations, a sort of an all India revolution concentrating mainly on the various can-
tonments. As a god-send, the leadership for it came from unexpected quarters. By 1914, many 
'explosive elements' came to India from America, Canada and the Far East. They were, broadly 
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speaking Ghadr elements. About four thousands of them were already in India. They had 
brought some arms and money. But all that they lacked was a proper leader. After the attempt on 
Hardinge, their eyes fell on Rash Behari. 

  

At this juncture came Vishnu Ganesh Pingle, an American trained Ghadr, who met Bose at Bena-
res and requested him to take up the leadership of the coming revolution. But before accepting 
the responsibility, he sent Sachin Sanyal to Punjab to assess the situation. Sachin returned very 
optimistic. In mid-January 1915, Rash Behari first announced the news of the impending revolu-
tion at a private meeting at Benares. The war in Europe had already started. Most of the Indian 
army was shifted to other theatres of war. Of the thirty thousand men left at home, most were In-
dians whose loyalty could be won over easily. In this context Rash Behari was considered the only 
leader, particularly after the heroic Hardinge episode. Various persons were placed on duty at var-
ious places. Men were sent far and wide to propagate the message at the forthcoming revolution. 
Trusted and tried Ghadrites were sent to some cantonments to infiltrate into the army. 

  

Rash Behari was both the brain and brawn of the coming revolution. Not only was he capable of 
cool and clear thinking, he also had indefatigable energy to organise a revolution of such a magni-
tude, moving from place to place, always alert to evade the ever alert police in his pursuit. He even 
organised a few rehearsals at Khairon, Firozpur and Lahore.  

February 21, 1915, was the date on 
which the signal of revolution would be 
given. At the very out-break, British 
officers would be rounded up and police 
outposts occupied. When it would 
spread to the Frontier Province, the trib-
als would come to the cities and capture 
the govt. establishments. Rash Behari 
personally would move from one can-

tonment to another in the dress of an army officer. 

  

But on February 15, Kripal Singh, a soldier, and also a new recruit to the revolutionary party, was 
seen suspiciously moving about the Lahore station, contrary to instructions. He was to have been 
at Mian Mir with a message from Rash Behari to the troops. The revolution planned for the 21st 
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was fizzled out but Rash Behari completed his task though not in his own country but in Japan, 
when the veteran revolutionary organised the INA. There he handed it over to the younger Bose 
(Netaji), on 4th July, 1943. He was by then old and infirm physically, but was indomitable in spir-
it. The Japanese government honoured him with the highest title given to a foreigner - The Sec-
ond Order of Merit of the Rising Sun. But the honour done by the Emperor of Japan on his de-
mise is more touching. The Imperial coach was sent to carry the dead body of the Indian veteran 
revolutionary. But we, in independent India, have failed even to get the ashes of the great patriot 
back to his motherland. 

 

 

Source :-  

1. The Father of Indian National Army ( Vol. 1 & Vol. 3 ) 

2. আবম রাসবিহারীতক নেতখবছ  
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A Short History of the British in India  
Subroto Mitro  

Doorway to Bharat-Varsha (India) was sought since 327 BC, when Alexander the Great re-
turned from the borders of India. In 1100 AD, Muhammad Ghori a Moslem, defeated 
Prithwiraj Chauhan to begin looting, and in 1500’s, the Mughals, established Moslem rule in 
Hindustan (India). The Indian spices, silk clothes and Chinese gunpowder had already 
changed the West. Marco Polo, a traveler to the rich east, opened the greedy eyes of many Euro-
pean sailors who began to search for India. In 1492, Christopher Columbus found the shores 
of America and mistakenly called its natives, Indians. In 1498, Vasco da Gama finally reached 
India, by sea. A British doctor Sir Thomas Roe, in mid-1500's who treated the Mughal emper-
or received certain land rights in east and west coasts of India which today are known as Kolka-
ta (Calcutta) and Mumbai (Bombay). On 31 Dec. 1600, the British Queen Elizabeth I, by Roy-
al Charter incorporated a trading company for “The Governor and Company of Merchants of 
London trading into the East Indies." This East India Company (EIC), with 125 shareholders 
and 72K pounds, was granted exclusive British rights to trade with all countries beyond the 
Cape of Good Hope for 15 years. In 1609, King James I, renewed the Company’s Charter per-
manently. By 1611, two trading factories were established on the mainland near Bay of Bengal. 
Two ships a month, unloaded cargoes, in English ports at profits greater than 200%. The Com-
pany confined to trade in the coasts was permitted by the Mughals to trade in-land throughout 
Bengal.  

 

King Charles II, gave the EIC authority to coin money, command forts, raise an army, form al-
liances, make war, peace, exercise civil and criminal jurisdictions. At the end of the century, the 
shareholders were expanded to include many others in England. A Court of Directors (a Com-
mittee of 24)  located at India House, Leadenhall Street, London, operated this Company. Up-
on death of Aurangzeb, in 1707, until 1757, the British acquired as much of the territory as it 
conveniently could. After Clive’s victory over the Nawab of Bengal at Battle of Plassey, the 
British became the ruling power in India and the British Parliament decided to exercise its con-
trol. The Governor of Bengal was raised to the rank of Governor-General and became subject 
to the crown. Local Legislative Powers and a Supreme Court was established. In 1784, a Board 
of Control supervised its military, political and finances. 
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King Charles II of England Prithwiraj Chauhan 

Lord Cornwalis (1738-1805), defeated by the American revolutionaries and their French Al-
lies, had surrendered at Yorktown, Virginia in 1781. But in India, in 1791 he found victory, 
defeating Tippu Sultan, the Lion of Mysore, at Seringapatnam who were fighting with 
swords against the British Guns. In 1813, the Board got control of the Company’s commer-
cial interests. After the 1857-58 Sepoy Mutiny (India’s First War of Independence, remem-
ber Rani Jhansi, Mangal Pande?), the rule of the Company was taken over by Her Majesty’s 
Government by a Viceroy who reported (directly by Telegraph in 1865) to the Secretary of 
State for India at UK. Three Presidencies, established at Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, each 
had autonomous governors and military commanders. Punjab and Burma were put under 
Chief Commissioners or Lt-Governors. Ceylon became a crown colony. Head of the Bengal 
Army was the Commander-in-Chief, India, and was mostly a senior General from UK. The 
British Indian Army always remained a volunteer army. Even during World War I and II, 
when rest of the world drafted its youths to join their Army, the British Indian Army raised 
millions, the largest all volunteer army in the history of the world. The British Indian admin-
istration operated through the Indian Civil Service (ICS) Officers.   Prior to 1912, all officers 
were white. Indian Army medical doctors were the first permitted to be commissioned. In 
1918, military and civil commissions began for others. 
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Lord Satyendra Prasanna Sinha, a brilliant barrister (according to Desh-bandhu CR Das in his 
auto-biography), an INC President, 1915-16, who left his lucrative service to join the British 
Indian Administration, later became an Under-secretary at UK under Lord Minto, then the 
Secretary of State, the only Indian to receive Knighthood and Peerage from the British in 1917, 
created the First Constitution of India Act 1919 (GOIA) in the British parliament. In April 
1919, the Jalianwala Bagh Massacre took place in Amritsar, and Gandhi's Satyagraha found a 
successful footing all over India. Gandhi promised the Indian public he would obtain for them 
India's Freedom from the British within one year, and thus won the hearts of all Indians. 
Though INC had given its initial consent to Sinha, since 1916, including in 1919 Gandhi's as-
sent to the Montague-Chemsford Reforms, the INC refused to participate in the 1920 First 
General Elections under the GOIA. The 1920 Election of India saw Moslems, and non-INC 
Hindus, get elected to the Parliament, which divided the INC and Swaraj Party was formed. In 
1935 after the Round Table Meetings in which Gandhi traveled to participate in UK, GOIA II, 
an amendment to the earlier Constitution of India enlarged the Parliament under which Ja-
wahar L Nehru became the INC leader (and thus later in 1947, the PM, though he lost within 
Working Committe vote in Congress to Sardar Patel, where Gandhi intervened). 

 

The Indian Army (Azad Hind Fauz) led by Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose, fighting with the Jap-
anese Army against the Allied Forces, in WW II in Burma Front, had an impact on Indian In-
dependence and hastened the dawn of freedom. Earl Atlee the British Prime Minister, who had 
presided over the liquidation of the British Empire in 1947, confirmed this during his visit to 
India in 1956. He told Mr Chakravarty, the then Governor of Bengal, that the decision to quit 
quickly in 1947 had been taken because the British could no longer rely on the loyalty of the 
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Indian Army. Atlee cited several reasons, the principal among them being the erosion of loyalty to 
the British Crown among the Indian army and navy personnel as a result of the military activities 
of Netaji. Toward the end of the discussion when asked Atlee, what was the extent of Gandhi's 
influence upon the British decision to quit India. Hearing this question, Atlee's lips became twist-
ed in a sarcastic smile as he slowly chewed out the word, "m-i-n-i-m-a-l!" Thus the British Transfer 
of Reign was delayed by some 30 yrs clearly empowering the Moslems over Hindus. After WWII, 
the British formed two Pakistan's, East and West, on 14 August 1947. India got Independence on 
15th August under the India Independence Act (IIA) which required that India and Pakistan 
join the British Commonwealth. This keeps safe the British companies like Lipton, ICI, ITC, 
Metal Box, etc. continuing the transfer of revenues to UK shareholders. British Dominion and 
dependecy on Indian Sepoys were thus also transferred to English educated "Indian Shareholders, 
Employees and Managers". 

 

In 1950, Ambedkar was asked by Nehru to amend the Constitution again (GOIA III?) but 
Ambedkar and Nehru could not even change the country's name back to "Bharat". Three more 
Indians have since received British Peerage, the recent one being Lord Swaraj Paul in 1997. British 
Commerce today continues in India with large profits by British companies in Chemicals, Tea 
and coatings etc. continuing to go to Britain.  
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Subhas Chandra Bose, the phenomenon, the legend that he was, is and shall continue to be for 
millions of Indians, needs no further affirmation. The history of his legacy, however trouble, has 
left an indelible imprint upon the tides of time and shall go down in posterity.  However, while 
his life and action elicits admiration, it is indeed a sad irony that in an attempt to glorify him, In-
dians often tend to elevate him to an idolatry status, as if to deny him, his human entity and have 
him throned on the highest pedestal imposing upon the ‘Man of flesh and blood’ that he was 
(and had always wanted to be) a God-like demeanor.  

However, such an admiration is in itself superfluous. Besides, it reeks of ingenuity and what is 
still worse is, it suspends all possibility for dispassionate and unbiased critical evaluation of his 
political career. Thus Subhas Chandra Bose remains with us today as almost a mythical figure, 
his name shrouded in a veil of mystery. What is even more unfortunate is that the only thing that 
fundamentally excites the imagination of hundreds of thousands of self-proclaimed Netaji ad-
mirers is nothing but the undying mystery surrounding his disappearance. Whether the Prome-
thean Super Hero of India (that is how most Indians perceive him today) did meet his heroic end 
on that fatal day of 18th August 1945 seems to be a moot question, as if the beginning and end 
of Netaji’s legacy!  

  However, while there is every need to make a national demand for the ultimate disclosure of the 
mystery surrounding Netaji’s disappearance, there is more to his life that needs to be celebrated. 
For, his life offers so much to emulate and admire that there remains no further room for fantasy 
or wild imagination. However, for us to truly appreciate his life for what it is, it is necessary that 
the Mythical Cult Hero-like aura about him be deconstructed, and the myths pertaining to his 
life and political discourses be debunked  

To that effect, the resurgence of interest in the history of Bose in the recent times, especially 
among the youths seems somewhat like a silver lining. With the renewed interest on Bose, an 
effort may be made at deconstructing the popular myths pertaining to the life and political and 
ideological beliefs of Netaji, so as to better understand the ‘Man’ that he was in the light of his 
actions.  

Therefore, this paper shall attempt to debunk, by means of detailed evidentiary documentations, 
primarily derived from well-documented biographies, some of the flagrantly false myths that are 
presently being peddled about him by historians and political activists alike.  

Debunking the Popular Myths Concerning Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose  

Sayani Banerjee Bhattacharjee  
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Myth 1: Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was a Communist in his Political Ideology  

Netaji was indeed a Leftist in his political ideology. However, that said, his notion of leftism fun-
damentally differed from what the term is commonly understood today. Leftism originally meant 
anti-imperialism and thus Bose was leftist in the sense that he was a staunch anti-imperialist. 
Netaji, throughout his life fought for undiluted or unconditional freedom and ‘merely substance 
thereof.’ Therefore, neither communism nor economics was central to Subhas’s idea of Leftism. 
To quote his own words, “In the present political phase of Indian life, leftism means anti-
imperialism. A genuine anti-imperialist is one who believes in undiluted independence (not Ma-
hatma Gandhi's substance of independence) as the political objective and in uncompromising na-
tional struggle as the means for attaining it. After the attainment of independence, leftism will 
mean socialism and the task before the people will then be the reconstruction of national life on a 
Socialist basis. Socialism or socialist reconstruction before attaining our political emancipation is 
altogether premature.” (PP. 27-28, ‘The Indian Struggle’ (1920-1942) 

Bose further identified the rightists as essentially those who were ‘prepared for a deal with imperi-
alism’ and therefore considered them as negation of leftists. He also considered Aurobindo 
Ghosh as well as B. Tilak as Leftists, however, by no means was either of them a communist. 
(Ref:  Page 15, ‘The Indian Struggle’ (1920- 1942)  

As a matter of fact, Bose had on many occasions explicitly dissociated himself from communist 
ideology. He essentially considered himself to be “a socialist, but that was a very different thing 
from being a communist” (Page 348, ‘Brothers Against The Raj’).  

The fundamental difference between socialists and communists lay in their respective emphasis 
on internationalism with regard to nationalism. In this connection, Netaji had explicitly ridiculed 
the concept of Internationalism, popularly associated with communism and criticized the com-
munists for their vicious attack on the concept of nationalism. In his own words,  “The attack is 
not only ill advised but unconsciously serves the interests of our alien rulers...before we can en-
deavour to reconstruct Indian society....we should first secure the right to shape our own desti-
ny...When political freedom has been attained, it will then be time to consider seriously the prob-
lem of social and economic reconstruction. As far as I am aware this is also the opinion of promi-
nent communists in other lands. To introduce fresh cleavage within our ranks by talking openly 
of class war and working for it appears to me at the present moment to be a crime against nation-
alism. To what straits we may be reduced by a mal-assimilation of Karl Marx and Bakunin be-
comes manifest when we come across a certain class of Indian Labourites (or communists, if you 
call them so), who openly advocate the use of British or foreign cloth on the plea of international-
ism.’’ p. 166, Brothers Against The Raj.  
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Further, on a letter to his elder brother from the Mandalay Jail, Bose had explicitly divulged his 
rejection of Communism, dissociating himself from the said ideology. He had stated, rather suc-
cinctly, “If I had the remotest intention of becoming a Bolshevik agent, I would have jumped at 
the offer made and taken the first available boat to Europe. If I succeeded in recouping my health, 
I could then have joined the gay band who trot about from Paris to Leningrad talking of world 
revolution and emitting blood and thunder in their utterances. But I have no such ambition or 
desire.’’ p. 146, Brothers Against The Raj.  

Besides, while National emancipation was primary, and unionisation secondary to Netaji along 
with other socialists, radicalisation as well as organisation of the workers was fundamental to In-
dian Communists. In fact, Subhas, the visionary statesman that he was, didn’t take long to realise 
that Communism shall never be adopted in India, primarily owing to its denunciation of reli-
gious sentiments among other aspects.  

Bose anticipated that "There are several reasons why Communism will not be adopted in India. 
Firstly, Communism today has no sympathy with Nationalism in any form and the Indian move-
ment is a Nationalist movement – a movement for the national liberation of the Indian people. 
(Lenin’s thesis on the relation between Communism and Nationalism seems to have been given 
the go-by since the failure of the last Chinese Revolution.) Secondly, Russia is now on her defen-
sive and has little interest in provoking a world revolution though the Communist International 
may still endeavour to keep up appearances. The recent pact between Russia and other capitalist 
countries and the written or unwritten conditions inherent in such pacts, as also her membership 
of the League of Nations, have seriously compromised the position of Russia as a revolutionary 
power. Moreover, Russia is too preoccupied in her internal industrial reorganisation and in her 
preparations for meeting the Japanese menace on her eastern flank and is too anxious to maintain 
friendly relations with the Great Powers, to show any active interest in countries like India. Third-
ly, while many of the economic ideas of Communism would make a strong appeal to Indians, 
there are other ideas which will have a contrary effect. Owing to the close association between the 
Church and the State in Russian history and to the existence of an Organised Church, Com-
munism in Russia has grown to be anti-religious and atheistic. In India, on the contrary, there be-
ing no association between the Church and the State, there is no feeling against religion as such. 
Further, in India a national awakening is in most cases heralded by a religious reformation and a 
cultural renaissance. Fourthly, the materialistic interpretation of history which seems to be a Car-
dinal point in Communist theory will not find unqualified acceptance in India, even among 
those who would be disposed to accept the economic contents of Communism. Fifthly, while 
Communist theory has made certain remarkable contributions in the domain of economics (for 
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instance the idea of state-planning), it is weak in other aspects. For instance, so far as the monetary 
problem is concerned, Communism has made no new contribution, but has merely followed tra-
ditional economics. Recent experiences, however, indicate that the monetary problem of the 
world is still far from being satisfactorily solved.’’ pp. 352-353, The Indian Struggle (1920-1942).  

It must be noted that Bose was neither an exception, nor a rarity among the contemporary leftist 
counterparts in his rejection of Communist ideology. The Socialist Democratic Party of Germa-
ny, which is principally a Leftist Party was known to have voted in favour of the First World War 
in the Reichstag, expelling its Communist counterparts in 1917. Later, under the leadership of 
Fredrich Ebert the party was once again known to have extended its support to the Germans 
against the Communists leading the post war riots. However, despite its anti-communist attitude, 
it was still considered a leftist party.  

Essentially speaking, during the lifetime of Subhas Chandra Bose, the widespread acceptability of 
Socialism as a novel economic concept was indeed so pervasive that most of his political contem-
poraries espoused the same. Gandhiji too, often found himself on the same page with Subhas on 
the question of Socialism. In this connection, an instance may be drawn from one of the articles 
he’ penned in Harijan, on the 14th of April 1940. In this article, Bapu was found approving the 
socialistic principles advanced by Jaiprakash Narayan. To quote the words of Gandhi:  

"I have claimed that I was a socialist long before those I know in India had avowed their creed. But 
my socialism was natural to me and not adopted from any book. It came out of my unshakable 
belief in non-violence. No man could be actively non-violent and not rise against social injustice 
no matter where it occurred. Unfortunately, Western socialists have, so far as I know, believed in 
the necessity of violence for enforcing socialistic doctrines....Shri Jayaprakash’s propositions 
about land may appear frightful. In reality they are not. No man should have more land than he 
needs for dignified sustenance. Who can dispute the fact that the grinding poverty of the masses is 
due to their having no land that they can call their own?''(pp. 144-145, 'Jayaprakash's Picture', 
Gandhi's article in Harijan.)  

Gandhi further asserts “This brings me to socialism. Real socialism has been handed down to us 
by our ancestors who taught: “All land belongs to Gopal, where then is the boundary line? Man 
is the maker of the line and he can therefore unmake it.” Gopal literally means shepherd; it also 
means God. In modern language it means the State, i.e., the people... That the land today does 
not belong to the people is too true. But the fault is not in the teaching. It is in us who have not 
lived up to it. I have no doubt that we can make as good an approach to it as is possible for any 
nation, not excluding Russia, and that without violence.’’(pp. 231-232, Collected Works of Ma-
hatma Gandhi, Gandhi speech at Faizpur).  
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Jawaharlal Nehru further stated at a press statement issued on 18th December, 1933, “I do believe 
that fundamentally the choice before the world today is between some form of Communism and 
some form of Fascism, and I am all for the former, that is Communism. I dislike Fascism intensely 
and indeed I do not think it is anything more than a crude and brutal effort of the present Capi-
talist order to preserve itself at any cost. There is no middle road between Fascism and Com-
munism. One has to choose between the two and I choose the Communist ideal. In regards to 
the methods and approach to this ideal, I may not agree to everything that the orthodox Com-
munists have done. I think that these methods will have to adapt themselves to changing condi-
tions and may vary in different countries. But I do think that the basic ideology of Communism 
and its scientific interpretation of history is sound.’’(p. 351, ‘The Indian Struggle’ (1920-1942). 

Furthermore, in 1945-46, the eminent RSS leader BS Moonje was seen fashioning ‘Hindu Social-
ism, in collaboration with Bhopatkar. They were jointly engaged in formulating a socialist agenda 
that ‘avoided the evils of capitalism and secured the fruits of socialism.’ The Leader of the Hindu 
Mahasabha, Dr Shyama Prasad Mookerjee, was desirous to form the Hindu Mahasabha as per the 
‘principles of Socialism’ for the 1946 polls.  (The Emergence, Crystallisation and Shattering of a 
Right-wing Alternative to Congress Nationalism: The All India Hindu Mahasabha 1937-1952 
by Keith Meadowcroft). 

It may be mentioned, in this connection, that the all-pervasive popularity of Socialism was known 
to continue way beyond Bose’s times. The Bharatiya Janata Party as is evident by its own consti-
tution swears allegiance to ‘Socialist Principles’ as per the mandate of the National Constitution 
(Page 1, [26]). Moreover, our Former Prime Minister, Honourable Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee, had 
stated that “For the Bharatiya Janata Party, Gandhian socialism is what we want to achieve and 
make society free of exploitation and full of opportunities. So, we need to start this debate again.” 
Further, in the year 1976, even a staunch capitalist G.D. Birla was unequivocal in his affirmation 
as he said,  "I am a capitalist but I believe in a socialism which means equal opportunity, more em-
ployment and a fairer standard of living for everyone. Socialism should not mean socialising pov-
erty but raising the quality of life.’’ (p. 227, ‘The Emissary G. D. Birla, Gandhi And Independ-
ence by Alan Ross.’) 

 However, despite the overwhelming popularity of the ideology of Socialism, Netaji did not iden-
tify with the principles of Forward Bloc- the party he formed to be akin to that of Socialism. This 
is explicit in the goals he set for his party, when he proclaimed that the "Forward Bloc will rally all 
progressive, radical and anti-imperialist elements in the Congress, whether they be Socialists or 
not. Through this consolidation, the people will equip themselves for the anti-imperialist struggle 
that will bring India her birth right of liberty.(The Role of Forward Bloc by Subhas Chandra 
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Bose). Moreover, Banke Bihari Mishra, who has authored the book “The Indian Political Parties” 
has made a  rightful  estimation of Netaji’s views in the following words “In the peculiar colonial 
situation of the country, his Leftist views did not go beyond being anti-British. From a Socialist 
point of view, it was no doubt surprising, though perfectly consistent with the tradition of the 
Indian Revolutionary Movement.’’ (p. 475, “The Indian Political Parties”) 

Therefore, it may be summed up that Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose was a leftist in so far as Left-
ism implied fierce, uncompromising anti-imperialist sentiments. However, the other attendant 
preconditions of the Leftist ideology was largely rejected by him.  

Myth 2: Bose Was an Atheist  

Leonard Gordon, the Biographer of Subhas Chandra Bose has opined that “Subhas issued no 
public statements on religion, but his Hinduism was an essential part of his Indianness’’ ( p. 
263, Brothers Against the Raj – Biography of Indian Nationalists, Sarat and Subhas Chandra 
Bose.”) His mother was devoted to Durga and Kali’’ p. 32, [10] and "his inherited and chosen 
form to worship the divine was in the form of the Mother Goddess, especially as Durga or 
Kali.’’ (p. 123, Brothers Against the Raj – Biography of Indian Nationalists, Sarat and Subhas 
Chandra Bose.)  

Besides, even a casual glance over Bose’s letters, particularly those addressed to his immediate fam-
ily members and friends (who were apolitical, such as the likes of Mr Dilip Kumar Roy), as also 
the various accounts of his contemporaries reveal his deep spiritual inkling. Cited below are some 
of his letters and correspondences that irrefutably establishes the point.  

Instance may be drawn of one such letter that he wrote to his sister-in-law on the 26th of Decem-
ber 1925 from the Mandalay jail in Burma. Divulging his unwavering faith on spiritually and reli-
gious sentiments, Bose writes “Who knows how long we shall have to be in prison? But, all our 
suffering will be bearable if we get the chance of worshipping the Mother once a year. In Durga, 
we see Mother, Motherland and the Universe all in one. She is at once Mother, Motherland and 
the Universal spirit.’’ (p.170, In Burmese prisons, Subhas Chandra Bose Correspondence May 
1923-July 1926, Netaji Collected Works, Volume III.) 

A year later, on October 16th, in a letter addressed to his elder brother, Sarat Bose, Bose reiterates 
his religious sentiments further. He writes "It (Durga Puja) is a source of aesthetic enjoyment, in-
tellectual recreation and religious inspiration and affords abiding solace. Today is Bijoya Dasami 
and throughout Bengal relations, friends and even enemies - children of the same Mother - will be 
soon embracing one another in fraternal love.’’ (p. 84, Netaji Collected Works, Volume IV). 

 In reference to this letter, Leonard Gordon, Bose’s Biographer has commented: "So Durga Puja 
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was the moment in the round of the year when he (Bose) and his Bengali prison-mates felt united 
with the Bengali people from whom they had been arbitrarily separated.’’ (pp. 135-136, Brothers 
Against the Raj – Biography of Indian Nationalists, Sarat and Subhas Chandra Bose. 

Furthermore, on March 5th 1933, Bose from his voyage to Europe wrote, in a letter, to his close 
friend Dilip Kumar Roy: “To be quite frank, I am torn this side and that - between my love for 
Shiva, Kali and Krishna. Though they are fundamentally one - one does prefer one symbolism to 
another. I have found that my moods vary - and according to my prevalent mood, I choose one of 
the three forms - Shiva, Kali and Krishna. Of these three again, the struggle is between Shiva and 
Shakti. Shiva, the ideal Yogi, has a fascination for me and Kali the Mother also makes an appeal to 
me. You see, of late (i.e., for the last four or five years) I have become a believer in Mantra Shakti 
by which I mean that certain Mantras have an inherent Shakti. Prior to that, I had the ordinary 
rationalistic view, namely that Mantras are like Symbols and they are aids to concentration. But 
my study of Tantra philosophy gradually convinced me that certain Mantras had an inherent 
Shakti - and that each mental constitution was fitted for a particular Mantra. Since then, I have 
tried my best to find out what my mental constitution is like and which Mantra I would be suited 
for. But so far I have failed to find that out because my moods vary and I am sometimes a Shaiva, 
sometimes a Shakta and sometimes a Vaishnava.” (p. 2, Subhas Chandra Bose India's Spokesman 
Abroad, Subhas Chandra Bose, Letters, Articles, Speeches and Statements 1933-1937 Netaji Col-
lected Works Volume VIII.) 

The letter referred to, clearly divulges Bose’s deep insight into Hindu Philosophy, including the 
philosophy of Tantra.  As a matter of fact, years later, when Netaji was illegally detained in Presi-
dency jail, he was forced to announce a fast unto death in moral protest of his illegal incarcera-
tion, and he did so, on the sacred day of Kali Puja, on the 30th of September 1940. Such a stand 
was a clear affirmation of his religious faith. Netaji, penned a letter to the then Superintendent of 
Prison, swearing by the name of Mother Kali: "I repeat that this letter, written on the sacred day 
of Kali Puja, should not be treated as a threat or ultimatum. It is merely an affirmation of one's 
faith, written in all humility.”( pp. 187-189, The Alternative Leadership.)  

Therefore, Subhas Chandra Bose’s religious inclination and deep-rooted faith on the philosophy 
of Hinduism reflects in his actions and discourses throughout his active life in politics till 1945 
(and even beyond, though arguably). In fact, as witnesses to his active political life, many of his 
INA officials have publicly testified about Bose’s religious and spiritual inkling. To further quote 
the words of Swami Stidananda as well as Swami Siddhatananda ((based on accounts derived 
from their interviews given to Bose’s Biographer Leonard Gordon, on 13th July 1979, Singa-
pore): "While Bose was in Singapore, Bose frequently visited the Ramakrishna Mission in Norris 
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Road and spent hours in the shrine room meditating. While bombs were beginning to fall on Ber-
lin, he practised his spiritual exercises late at night in his own home, but in Japanese-occupied Sin-
gapore he was able to make a connection to the congenial monks of the Ramakrishna order who 
spread the teachings of Sri Ramkrishna and Swami Vivekananda which had so moved Bose and 
were still meaningful to him. It was a haven from the surrounding storm of war and a place where 
he could make contact for himself with things eternal.’’ (p. 502, Brothers Against the Raj – Biog-
raphy of Indian Nationalists, Sarat and Subhas Chandra Bose.) 

Myth 3: Religious and ethnic discrimination was at the Heart of  Netaji’s Politics 

Netaji Bose is often accused of Muslim appeasement. That’s not all, he is charged of having dis-
criminated against the South Indians. Further still, Netaji is often misunderstood to be an Islam-
ophile. However, to make a rightful estimation of Subhas Bose stances on the aforementioned ar-
guments, we must thoroughly evaluate his actions and statements, so as to better understand his 
positions on such questions. The present paper therefore, attempts to explore, and on the basis of 
evidentiary counterarguments, debunk a subset of misconceptions that are prevalent about him.  

However, right at the outset, one must realise that Bose, being, as much a human (unlike a Super-
human as he is most often assumed to be) as any other of his contemporaries, must not be consid-
ered infallible. And, as per critics and political analysts, some of Bose’s writings on Muhammed-
ans is even said to have revealed, though arguably, a lack of critical understanding of Islamic Doc-
trines, or for that matter, even the gory history of Muslim atrocity. However, that said, whether, 
he could or would have acted differently had he had a thorough understanding (as per popular 
opinion) of the same is largely indeterminate. This is because, on many occasions, on questions 
pertaining to Muslims, Subhas Bose acted on exactly the same lines as those of Hindutva Doyens 
such as Shyamaprasad Mookerjee, Savarkar, Rajendraprasad and those popularly termed as Hin-
du heroes. 

Subhas’s politics right from the period he set out on his own, that is, after the untimely demise of 
his political mentor C.R. Das, was fundamentally based on the principle of ‘Religious Equality. 
However, that said, on occasions that demanded him to be vocal on acts of religious discrimina-
tions and biases, Bose never shied away from publicly and rather vociferously taking up a stand 
against religious discriminations meted out towards Hindus. Bose indeed went a step further to 
even point out to such acts of religious biases or discriminations and appeasement of Christians 
and Muslims as was often resorted to by the British Government.  

One such instance can be drawn from an incident in Subhas Bose’s life while he was being incar-
cerated in Mandalay jail. It was during this time that Netaji Bose, along with other political pris-
oners wrote a letter on the 2nd of February 1926, to the Chief Secretary of the Government of  
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Burma demanding financial allowance for the expenses to be incurred in performing popular 
Hindu festivities such as Durga and Saraswati pujas as well as Dol Purnima and Holi in Jail. In 
his letter he cites about the allowances granted to the Christians for observance of their religious 
rituals, and thereby demanding the same for the Hindu prisoners.  

The letter in question is cited below. 

"To the Chief Secretary to the Govt. of Burma 

Mandalay 
2.2.26 

Re-Allowance for Religious Ceremonies 

Dear Sir, 

We submitted to you dated the 16th January, 1926, regarding allowance for the Saraswati Puja to 
which no reply has yet been received by us. 

We have already requested the Inspector general of Prisons that there are three important reli-
gious ceremonies which we have to perform here (viz the Saraswati Puja, the Holi and Dol Purni-
ma Festival and the Durga Puja) and that we expect Government to sanction the expenditure in 
connection with those ceremonies. 

...It would not be out of place here to mention that in the Alipore Central Jail a sum of Rs. 
12000 per annum is spent for the Christian convicts in connection with their religious worship 
(vide report Indian jail Committee 1919-20 vol III page 744). 

Yours faithfully, 
S.C.B., S.C.M., T.C.C., B.B.G., M.M.B., M. M. G., S.S.C., J. L. C’’ pp. 207-208, [20]” 

And when the plea of the prisoners went unheard, Bose wrote back a stinging rejoinder, along 
with an official declaration of their intention to go for a fast until the Government decided to 
concede to their demand. Cited below is the letter referred to. 

To the Chief Secretary to the Govt. of Burma 
Through The Superintendent of Jails, Mandalay, Dated, 
Mandalay, the 16th February, 1926 

Dear Sir, 

We are sorry that we have received no satisfactory reply to our representation of the 16th January 
and the 2nd February, 1926. Neither has the question of the last Durga Puja been yet settled to 
our satisfaction, though six months have elapsed. 
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.... 
By failing to meet our religious demands, your Government have shown a lamentable ignorance 
of the religious instincts of the Indian people and of their past and present history. To us Orien-
tals, religion is neither a social convention nor an intellectual luxury nor a holiday recreation. It is 
life itself. Religion is woven into the very texture of our daily and social life and it permeates our 
whole being-individual and national. … 

The pages of Indian history teem with the undying examples of martyrs who suffered and died for 
the sake of their religious beliefs. They died so that India may live. And in spite of our misery and 
degradation, India still lives. She lives because of her soul is immortal - her soul is immortal be-
cause she believes in religion. We have lost much. Political freedom is no more. Economic inde-
pendence is a thing of the past - even our national culture is being daily undermined by the subtle 
policy of peaceful penetration. But we still have our religion. We still claim the right to worship 
our God after the fashion of our glorious ancestors, and we shall sooner cease to exist than suc-
cumb to the religious domination of the West. … 

...From the ashes of the dead past India is again rising phoenix-like to take her place among the 
free nations of the world, so that she may deliver her message, the message of the spirit, and there-
by fulfil her mission on earth. India lives today because she still has a mission unfulfilled. For no 
other reason has she survived the onslaughts of time. Civilizations have risen and fallen, empires 
have grown and have melted away into thin air; Babylon and Nineveh, Carthage and Greece have 
crumbled into dust. But Indian culture is as potent a factor today as it was thousands of years ago 
when some of the foremost nations of the modern world were no better than savages. And do 
you think, Sir, the people who have suffered so much and braved so much throughout their 
whole history will obsequiously acquiesce in an arbitrary infringement of their religious rights ? 
We hope against hope that the lessons of the war of 1857 and of the Akali and Tarakeswar Satya-
graha movements of yesterday have not been altogether lost on this Govt. 

The action or rather the inaction of your Government constitutes an unwarranted interference 
with our religious rights. It militates against the spirit of the Queen's proclamation which promis-
es liberty of worship to the different religions and sections in India. Further - and this is of much 
greater import - it is a violation of God's Law, as we understand it. Spending Rs. 12000 per an-
num for the religious worship of a few Christian criminals lodged in the Alipore central jail - and 
refusing to sanction a pie for the religious ceremonies of the Hindu detenus of high education 
and culture - is not this, Sir, an outrage on justice and fair play? 

The utterly unreasonable and uncompromising attitude of your Government has left us no other 
alternative and for the vindication of our religious rights as well as the redress of several long-
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standing grievances, we are being compelled to adopt the only honourable course open to persons 
in our position. We have accordingly resolved to commence hunger strike on Thursday, the 18th 
Feb, 1926.” 

(..... Subhas Chandra Bose (and others) pp. 221-226, In Burmese prisons, Subhas Chandra Bose 
Correspondence May 1923-July 1926, Netaji Collected Works, Volume III.) 

And as per his declaration, on February 18, 1926, Netaji had conducted a fast in protest against 
the Government for its condemnable act religious discrimination against the Hindus.  

Again, after about fourteen years since his first hunger strike, on the 20th of September 1940, 
Bose wrote a letter for a second time, this time to the Superintendent of the Presidency jail, mak-
ing a similar demand, that is,  demanding the right to observe the Hindu festival of Durga Puja in 
jail. Here again, Bose did not forget to point out to the British Government that such allowances 
were granted to the Muslim and Christian detenus for observance of their religious practices and 
thus he expects the same to be granted to the Hindu prisoners. Subhas even goes a step forward to 
demand that Hindu prisoners be permitted to perform the Puja as prescribed by the Hindu reli-
gious practices and also as per the time determined by astronomical calculations. Cited below is 
the letter in question:  

"The Superintendent 
Presidency Jail 
20. 9. 40 

Dear Sir, 

...The following points regarding the Durga Puja have to be noted: 
(1) It is the great national festival among Hindus in this part of the country. 
(2) It is a congregational worship. Hence it is called not merely `Puja' but `Utsav' also. 
(3) Three priests are necessary for Durga Puja - including `Chandi Path' the recital of Chandi. It is 
physically impossible to do with less than two - and that is possible only by saddling one of the priests 
with `Chandi Path', which they often refuse as involving too much strain. 
(4)The hours of Puja are fixed by astronomical calculations. For instance, the most important cere-
mony is `Sandhi Puja' which is held on the 8th day of the moon - and the Puja hour is often late at 
night (I do not know yet what the hours for `Sandhi Puja' are this year). 

Durga Puja in Jail will consequently be possible only if the following extra concessions are being al-
lowed: 
(1) Since Durga Puja is congregational in character all Hindu prisoners who are so desirous should 
be permitted to participate. It may be remarked here that similar facilities are given to Muslim pris-
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oners during Id and to Christian prisoners in Alipore Central Jail during Christian festivals. In 
any case there is no reason why all Hindu political prisoners should not be allowed to participate. 
(2) At least two priests should be allowed. 
(3) They should be allowed to perform the ceremony in the hours fixed by astronomical calculations, 
whatever those hours may be. 
(4) Minimum music should be allowed. Music is essential for `Arati' ceremony in particular. (The 
question of Puja allowance should be considered along with the general question of our status which is 
under consideration). 

If these concessions are not allowed it will mean virtually that Govt. do not allow Durga Puja in 
Jail. This will be an unjustifiable cancellation of the concessions we gained after considerable 
suffering in Jail in the fifteen-day hunger strike in 1926. It will mean, further, that concessions al-
lowed by the bureaucratic regime are being withdrawn by the popular ministry. 

The consequences of such situation will naturally be serious for us... 

Yours faithfully  
Subhas C. Bose” 

(pp. 182-183, The Alternative Leadership, Speeches, Articles, Statements and Letters, June 1939-
1941 Subhas Chandra Bose, Netaji Collected Works, Volume 10) 

Years later, during his stay in Presidency jail, when Netaji further decided to announce a fast unto 
death in moral protest of his illegal incarceration, he wrote in a letter to the Superintendent of 
Prison on September 30, 1940:  "There is no other alternative for me but to register a moral pro-
test against an unjust act and as a proof of that protest, to undertake a voluntary fast. This fast 
will have no effect on the `popular' ministry, because I am neither the Maulavi of Murapara, Dac-
ca nor a Muhammadan by faith. Consequently, the fast will, in my case, become a fast unto 
death. ... Britishers and the British Government have been talking of upholding the sacred princi-
ples of freedom and democracy, but their policy nearer home belied these professions. They want 
our assistance to destroy Nazism, but they have been indulging in super-Nazism. My protest will 
serve to expose the hypocrisy underlying their policy in this unfortunate country-as also the poli-
cy of a Provincial Government that calls itself `popular', but which in reality, can be moved only 
when there is a Muhammadan in the picture” (pp. 187-189, The Alternative Leadership, Speech-
es, Articles, Statements and Letters’, June 1939-1941 Subhas Chandra Bose, Netaji Collected 
Works, Volume 10).  

Netaji, in this letter refers to the Muslim appeasement of the Provincial Government of Bengal, 
then led by Fazlul Haq. 
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Moreover, Netaji was known to motivate Indians towards the struggle for National Emancipa-
tion by means of Hindu symbolisms based on the appeal it had on the people he addressed. For 
instance, on the 9th of December, 1930, he had called upon the women to volunteer themselves 
in the fight for Independence, by means of invoking the imagery of Asurdalani Durga: "Women 
had not only duties to their family, but they had also a greater duty to their country. When the 
gods found their sliver almost vanquished in their fight with the demons, they invoked the help 
of "sakti" in the form of mother. The country was in a sad plight, therefore the country looked 
up to the mothers to come forward and inspire the whole nation.” (p. 238, Brothers Against the 
Raj – Biography of Indian Nationalists, Sarat and Subhas Chandra Bose) 

Furthermore, Netaji is accused of Muslim appeasement owing to his support of the use of Hin-
dustani as the National language. And as the Hindustani language is a synthesis of Urdu and 
Hindi, the utilization of the former has been considered as an instance of Muslim appeasement 
by many. Besides, Bose is particularly criticized for having named the INA as ‘Azad Hind Fauj’ 
because the phrase itself is Hindustani with its origin in Urdu. Although, the selection of Hin-
dustani as the National language is indeed debatable and might as well be opposed but the fun-
damental question is whether this can be regarded as an indication of Bose’s Islamphilia per se. 
For, there are good many instances of other political stalwarts who had extended their whole-
hearted support in favour of the use of Hindustani as the National language. That’s not all, 
many of them had been indeed quite generous in using Urdu even in their public discourses. Cit-
ed below are only a few instances of the same.  

It is indeed interesting note in this connection that INC or the Indian National Congress, in the 
year 1925 had chosen Hindustani as the National language of India and the resolution in ques-
tion was championed by none other than Mr. M.K. Gandhi. In the 1925 Kanpur Session of the 
Congress, the following resolution was passed: "The proceedings of the Congress shall be con-
ducted, as far as possible, in Hindustani. The English language or any provincial language may 
be used if the speaker is unable to speak Hindustani, or whenever necessary.” (p. 212, Pilgrimage 
to Freedom). One might quote further, the words of Brij Kishore Sharma (former chairman, Na-
tional Book Trust India and Additional Secretary, Ministry of Law): "The Congress under the 
leadership of Gandhiji adopted a language policy which was in tune with its method of forging 
Hindu-Muslim unity. As part of this policy, Gandhiji stated that the Congress supports Hindu-
stani. Hindustani would be neither Hindi nor Urdu, but a mixture of both. It may be written in 
Dev Nagari or Persian script….” 

Moreover, around the time of India’s Independence, a Constituent Assembly was constituted 
for the preparation of the Constitution of India. As per the rule formulated by the Constituent 
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Assembly (Rule 29), the Rule Committee “laid down that in the Assembly business shall be 
transacted in Hindustani (Hindi or Urdu) or English…with the permission of the President, a 
member may address the House in his mother-tongue.”  

In fact, the members of the constituent assembly supporting the enforcement of Hindustani as 
the official language included Jawaharlal Nehru, Patel and Maulana Azad. On the other hand, in-
stances of Hindu Nationalists generously using Urdu in there public discourses is no less in num-
ber. One among them, for example, was Lala Hardayal, who despite being a committed Hindu, 
named his revolutionary party, after an Urdu word Ghadar, as the Ghadar Party.   

Bose is further accused of Muslim appeasement for having formed an alliance with the Muslim 
League. However, in the year 1940, the Hindu Mahasabha too was known to have formed an alli-
ance with the Muslim League for the constitution of Provincial Governments in Bengal, Sind and 
NWFP Provinces.  

Another accusation charged upon Netaji is that he had discriminated against the South Indians. 
The allegation brought about him is that despite his strong following in South India, Netaji never 
reached out to them. However, such a conception is rather a myth, for, clearly there is no official 
record of any resentment against him, especially on linguistic grounds in the INA. On the contra-
ry, records prove that he attached munch importance to Tamil language as far as the daily pro-
ceedings of his Provincial Government was concerned. In fact, as per records, the “Proclamation 
of the Provincial Government of Free India” in English by Bose himself, in Tamil by Mr. Chid-
ambaram and in Hindustani by Mr AN. Sahay, (p. 117, Writings and Speeches 1943-1945, Chalo 
Delhi. Also, the central office of the provisional government published its newspapers, bulletins, 
etc.) 

Besides, the South Indians are known to hold distinguished positions in his Government. While 
S.A. Ayer held a distinguished; post as the Minister of Propaganda in the Provincial Government 
of Free India, Ramamurthy was deputed as the Head of Indian Independence League. 

Therefore, the accusation of Bose having resorted to Muslim appeasement of discriminations 
against the South Indians stands nullified in the face of the evidences cited above.  

Hence, in conclusion, it might well be affirmed, in the light of the above study, that the opinions 
and conceptions pertaining to Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose’s political and religious stances are 
more myths than reality and therefore must be debunked for authentic interpretation of his his-
toric legacy, which would in turn help us pay true homage to the memory of the greatest son of 
Mother India. 
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নলিট রাইট নলিট... 
নসৌবভক বিশ্বাস 

গে পতিযর পর ...  

“..... ো হল সামবরক প্রস্তুবে। এখ  নিার র্ার মুলুক োর। এই কথাবট মত  রাখতে হতি।ধতমযর কথা িতল 
ব তিতের ভুবলতে রাখতল িলতি  া।কংতগ্রসতক প্রথতম সামবরক িাবহ ীর ওপর েখল কাতেম করতে 
হতি,োর সমস্ত  াখার েখল। ব ো, ি সাস্থয আমাতের নকা বে  স্বাধী ো এত  নেতি  া।প্রকৃে প্রতোি  
 বক্ত।এই একবট লতেযর ওপর নোমাতের  বক্ত একীভূে করতে হতি।আবম মত  কবর ড: মুতঞ্জ সামবরক 
বিেযালে স্থাপ  কতর কংতগ্রতসর নিতে অত ক নি ী কাি কতরতছ । ভারেীেতের সব্রযাতগ্র সামবরক িাবহ ীর 
ওপর  প্রভুত্ব স্থাপ  করতে হতি।োতের অস্ত্র ধারতণর অবধকার লাভ করতে হতি। 

োরপতরই প্রতোি  বহনু্দ ঐকয। মুসবলমরাও বহনু্দ, নর্তহেু োরা ভারতে িতন্মতছ, নর্তহেু োতের ধমযীে 

আিার অ ুষ্ঠা  েুরস্ক, আিগাব স্তা , পারসয প্রভৃবে নেত র মুসবলমতের নথতক আলাো, বহনু্দধময এে উোর 

নর্ নস ইসলামতকও ব তির মতধয স্থা  বেতে পাতর।নর্ম  অেীতে কতরতছ। সি ভারেীেই বহনু্দ, অ যধতময 
বিশ্বাসী হতলও। নর্ম  সি িাপা ীই িাপাব , োরা নিৌে, বিিা  হতলও। 

কংতগ্রতসর উবিে পযা  – এব ো  আতন্দাল তক সমথয  করা। িী  িাপা  রু্তের বপছত  িাপাত র উতেত য 
কী  া িুতে িাপা তক ব ন্দা করা কংতগ্রতসর অ ুবিে। িাপা  ভারতের এিং অ যা য এ ীে নেত র িনু্ধ। 
োর প্রথম লেয এব োে বব্রবট  প্রভাি ধ্বংস করা। িীত  নস নসই কাি আরম্ভ কতরতছ।  

কংতগ্রতসর একবট বিশ্বরাি ীবের নিাধ প্রতোি ।আন্তিযাবেক পবরবস্থবে অ ুধাি  করতে হতি এিং ভারতের 
স্বাতথয োতক িযিহার করতে হতি।বব্রতটত র  ত্রুতের সতে আমাতের িনু্ধত্ব স্থাপ  করা উবিৎ।োই হওো 
উবিৎ আমাতের বিতে   ীবে।িাস্তি রাি ীবের মতধয ভািালুোর নকা  স্থা  থাকা উবিৎ  ে। স্বাথযই সিযো 
োর বভবত্ত হতি।িাপা  এখ  বব্রতট , আতমবরকা এিং রাব োর িেু ূল। োর কার  অবেসহতিই নিাো 
র্াে।নর্ম  কতর নহাক োরা িাপা তক েবমতে রাখতে িাে। িাপাত র পে  হতল, এব োর  িিন্ম ও 
এব োর িন্ধ  মুবক্তর আ া বেতরাবহে হতি। িাপা  বিতরাধী আতন্দাল  কতর কংতগ্রস মহাভুল 
কতরতছ।আমাতের মত  রাখা উবিৎ, একটা সমে আসতে পাতর র্খ  ইংলযাি িাপাত র সতে করমেয  
করতি, এিং িাপাত র বিপতের সমতে ভারতের িাপা  বিতরাধী কার্যকলাতপর বেতক আঙুল নেবখতে 

ভারেতক ব েবন্ত্রে করতি। এখ  ভারেীেতের পতে সিতিতে ভাতলা  ীবে িাপা তক সমথয  করা এিং এই 
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সুতর্াতগর সদ্ব্যিযিহার কতর বিশ্বরাি ীবেতে োতের প্রভাি িৃবে কতর ন ওো, এিং বব্রতটত র কাতছ নথতক 

র্েটা সম্ভি সুবিধা আোে কতর ন ওো। 

পরাধী  নেত র পতে স্বাধী ো আতন্দালত র সমতে এক ােকেন্ত্র একান্ত প্রতোি ।নর্ম  রু্তের সমতে, 
নেমব  এখ  স্বাধী ো সংগ্রাতমর সমতে এক ােকেন্ত্র েেখাব ই অপবরহার্য। আই  অমা য আতন্দালত র 
সমে বকছু পবরমাতণ এক ােকেন্ত্র প্রিবেযে হতেবছল,তসই কারতণই নস আতন্দাল  অে সিল হতেবছল। 

 াবন্তর সমতে গণেন্ত্র কার্যকরী। বকন্তু, রু্তের সমে র্বে গণেন্ত্র নমত  িলা হে, নেত র সিয া  অি যম্ভািী। 

আমরা িীি  উপতভাগ করতেও িাব   া, িীি  উৎসগয করতেও িাব   া। নসইটাই হতেতছ মু বকল। এ 
বিষতে িাপাব তের অ ুসর  করা উবিে। িেযমাত  নেত র িত য সা তন্দ োরা হািাতর হািাতর প্রাণ বেতে। 
এই মা বসকো আমাতের িা া িাই । আমাতের িা তে হতি, নকম  কতর মরতে হে। েখ  ভারতের 
স্বাধী োর সমসযা আপব  বমতট র্াতি। 

আপ ার ওপর আমার বিশ্বাস আতছ। নলাতকর ব ন্দাে কা   া বেতে,িাধা – বিপবত্ত অগ্রাহয কতর এবগতে 
র্া । সবঠক পতথ িাবেতক এবগতে ব তে িলু ।আপব  এিং ভারে সািলয পাতি । 

 

আব িযাে সহকাতর,  

আপ ার  

রাসবিহারী নিাস। 

 

(বিবঠর অং  ন ষ হল).  

 

ব িস্ব মোমে:-  

বিিার আপ াতের উপর ছাড়লাম। ও াতক নিাো োে! নর্ োে ব তে িুেতে নগতল ব তিরাই শু য হতে নর্তে 
হে। উব  নকা  ism এর পেপােী   । নস কবমউব িম নহাক িা িযাবসিম। ও ার লেয বছল Divine 

Motherland এর মুবক্ত। োতে বেব  একিার কংতগ্রসমযা ,একিার ব্লতকর ন ো, আতরকিার িােীেোিােী 
কখ  েবেণপন্থী েতলর সাতথও হাে বমবলতেতছ । আিার nazi িা ইতম্পবরোল িাপা  এর সাতথ 
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নথতকতছ । উব   া িাম  া ডা । উব  ভারতের িা িলা ভাতলা Indic Wing এর প্রধা  নহাো।  

 

ধ যিাে। 

িতন্দমােরম। 
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নর্ নকা  পবত্রকা'র অবিতেেয অে হতলা নরখাকািয। বকন্তু হাতল ো ক্রতম েীেমাণ।  FORWARD এর 

সামা য প্রোস এই ধারা িাাঁবিতে রাখার ি য। এই প্রথম নরখাকািয প্রকাব ে হতলা  FORWARD 

WEBZINE এ । এখাত  কলম ও েুবল ধতরতছ , ব ল্পী পািৃ া োস 

নরখাকািয 
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